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State Aid to Private College Students Predicted
By JACK GROCHOT
F.d!tor-ln..(:ltld

Ohio students in private
colleges may be eligible f or
up to $500 annually in tuition payments from the state by
the 1967 fall semester.
This was indicated toda}' by the
Citizens for Educational F reedom
(CEF), a non-secterian political
grou p which will sponsor a "tuition
equalization" bill in the state legislature when it convenes next
month.
Th~ Ohio Board of Regents, the
policy-making ann of p ublic edu-

Good luck on Exams!
Merry Christmas!

cation, has endorsed the idea and
will conduct lobbying efforts among
state representatives to insure at
least a maximum of $500 annually, according to George Worsdall,
president of the CEF Ohio federation.
"It is om· (Cl!:F's) purpose to
guarantee equal tax subsidies for
private ec.lucation as well as state,"
Wo1·sdall told The Carroll News.
"Students have the dght to a
private education and it is unconstitutional to deny them the r ight
to state aid," he .stated.
"Tuition ~q\Uilization payments
- which would be based on an in-

dividual's n e e d s - w o u 1d be
cheaper for Ohlo ta>.-payers than
ll'ying tc subsidize every state college student and at the same time
help each private institution," according to John Millett, chancellor
of the Board of Regents.
"If more students are
encouraged to attend private .schools,"
he said, "the pressure on s tate universities would be relieved."
It is hoped that the proposed
tuition grants will be equal to
average support per student in
state jnstitutions," Worsdall said.
Among those endorsing the :pro·
posal are:

Gov. J ames A. Rhodes, a :majority of stale legislators, the Ohio
As~ociation of Independent Colleges, the Cleveland Commission
on Higher Education, Cleveland
City Council, and the Ohio Colleges Association (state and pri\'ate coll~ges) .
"Providing tuition grants wo1.1ld
not lead to state control of private
schools," Worsdall stressed.
"We (CEF) are opposed to aid
to private schools. We are requesting aid to individuals. There
is a big ditl'erence," he added.
Wisconsin and Michigan passed
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luition equalizaliotl grants in 1965
an d 1966. New York has provided
lu.ition support to .Ul students, regar dless of th eir choice of school
fot· several yea rs.
"An ide11l s ituation would occur
if the state ap p roved t ui tion equalization payment s and began a reriprocal agreement for out-ofstate students who attend Ohio
schools," Wor s dall remarked.
"That way Ohio citizens would
also receive aid to attend schools
out-of-state 'WhiCh are already
granting tuition equalization," he
concluded.

Psychologist Says
Fraternity Pledging Dangerous

(P age 2)
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BITTER END SINGE~RS
SICiNED F~OR (ONCE~RT

New York City's Bitter
End Singers will perform for
Mardi Gras Weekend on Fl'i-

rock. Their music ranges from the
hard hitting rock songs such as
"Hard Times" and "The Joker," t o
Dixieland tunes such as 1'Mississippi
Mund" and "Basin Street Blues"
and folk standards such as "Crowded," "Good Night lrene)' and ''"Wa)k
Right In.''
On television, they have appeared
on "The SteV'e Lawn!nce NBC Follies," "Shindig," and four r epeat

shows on "Show Street" with Phyl.
Hs Diller.
Variety Magazine said their performances cotnbined "good animat ion and high theatrical sight values with strong vocal arrangements."
Their first two albums "Discover
the Bitter End Singers" and
"Through Our Eyes" are on the
Mercury label.

day, Feb. 3, at 8:80 p.m., in the
Gym, the University Club announced today.
The group, composed of two girls
and three men, was organized two
years ago.
Vilma Vaccaro and Tina Bohlman
were chosen from a group of 300
girls auditioning. Lefty Baker,
Bruce Farwell, and Ken Hodges
were selected over 150 xnen .
A!ter their first performance in
1964, they have been constantly on
the road, appearing in clubs, universities, television pl'ograms, and
even at the White House.
They were invited twice by President Johnson to perform before
Jack Grochot resigned today as editor-in-chief of The
Congressional members in the Rose Carroll News to do free-lance reporting for The Cleveland
Garden.
Plain Dealer's Sunday magazine section.
Mrs. Johnson invited tbem to
Grochot's successor has not yet
accompany her on a whistle stop
been
named.
tour of the United States.
"1 am resigning with regret,''
The Bitter End Singers have a
new sound in popular music, a com- Grochot stated.
A junior speech-journalism mabination of folk, Dixieland, and
jor from Charleroi, Pa., Grochot
began as a reporter with. The Carroll News during the first semeste'l:' of his freshman year.
He advanced to news editor during his second semester. He was
appointed editor-in-chief at the end
at the Union meeting.
Student Union senators President Thomas Murhpy had Tuesday
Collecting the money appears to of the fust semester last year.
indicated in a State of the Union
agreed this week that a stu- address last month that at least be the biggcsl problem. The Uni- During his tenn as editor-indent per capita tax. will be $1 per student each sen1e.ster is versity Business Office has refused chief, The Carroll News was
named "best bi-weekly college
necessary to :finance the Union un- needed.
Lhe task, Murphy revealed.
der its program of :fiscal responsiIt was suggested this week that newspaper in the stn.te" by the
Students, however, will decide by
bility (financial independence).
referendum whether or not the tax the Union assume the rooponsibility Ohio Newspa;Per Association.
As news editor, he :received a
But the questions are how much wiJI be realized, according to the of providing student identification
opinion of most senators aired cards, currently a job of the Uni- second place award from the asand how it will be coDected.
versity.
sociation for "best news story"
When a student applies for the among Ohio college journalists.
Jack Grochot
card, the tax would be collected,
the suggestion said.
A formal bill concerning the proposal wm be introduced in the Senate in the near future, it was deThe Barat College Glee Club will join with the JCU c1ded.
In anotber matter, ireshman SenGlee Club and Band in a Christmas concert at 8 :BO tomor- ator Jack Striuli introduced a bill
Military ho:bors were conferred on a VietNam veteran
row evening in Kulas Auditorium.
to sponsor a campaign to raise $300
The program will be composed - - - - - - - - - - - - - for tbe Committee :for the Restora- and 12 ROTC cadets won "Distinguished Military Student"
mostly of carols and seasonal songs, siah" and Randall Thom])son's Aile- (See STUDENT UNION-Page 4) awards at toda~s Military Science CMS) assembly in the
featuring the combined glee clubs Juia. Both clubs wm give individual
Gym.
in Handel's Hallelujah from "Mes- ped'ormances of their repertoires.
Capt. Dywayne D. Cude of the lastic achievement were: Lt. Col.
• .-ICCIClCI(I(liii(!C~•w««~ The Carroll Glee Club will sing
MS Department was awarded the William Art of Canton, Ohio; Capt.
both traditional and eo"ntemporary
Bronze Star and the Air Medal William Beak of Deerfield, lll.;
Christmas Dance Dec. 23 Christmas songs including "Deck
for "merito1'ious service" while Col. Peter Bernardo of Cleveland;
the Hal1s," ''Do You Hear What I
with the 1st Cavalry Division (Air- Lt. Col. David Richards of Ashta·
"Under the Tree"-a fortyRear," "0 Holy Night/' and "Ca·
mobile)
by Mr. Joseph P. Mull, bula, Ohio; Col. David Burdelak
footer- is the theme of the
lypso Noel."
civilian
aide
to the Secretary of of Hammond, Ind. and:
Sixth Annual C h ristmas
~ Convertible foreign compact eat'
Capt. Thomas Callahan of Lo·
Other
selections
sucli
as
Verdi's
filled with water in Pacelli Hall the Army.
Dance s p o n so r e d by the
rain, Ohio; Lt. Col. James Hughes
''Patriots
Chorus"
and
S,tephen
FosCleveland Club in the Gym
Parking IA>t.
Capt. Cude, an assistant profes- of Mt. Morris, N.Y.; Maj. Regis
ter's "Come Wbel'e My Love Lies
on Friday, Dec. 23.
sor, served in the Ankhe (Central Keddie of Vandergrift, Pa.; Maj.
*
*
*
Dreaming"
are
also
included
in
the
}lusic will be provided by
...,._ Remains of large snowman in Viet Nam) area for a yeu aiding Kenet Chareau of Shaker Heights;
program.
Ute Die~ Breiner Orchestra
the :forward movement of supplies. Lt. CoL Ronald Ponikvar of Maple
front
of Bernet Hall.
An international flair wil be addalong with special guests.
Previously Capt. Cude served in Heights; Lt. Col. Frank Tricomi
ed
by
the
Barat
Glee
Club
with
•
*
*
folksinger Lynn Haney and
of Lyndhurst; and Maj. Gerald
the inclusion of Cbris'tn1as songs ~ Boat oat' reating against corri- Germany.
Santa Claus.
Uranker of Lakewood.
ROTC
Cadeta
honored
for
scllodor
wall
in
MIU'phy
BalL
(See
CHORUSES--Page
3)
~

Jack Grochot Resigns Post
As Editor of Carroll News

Student Per Copito

rIIX Imminent

Combined Barat College, Carroll
Choruses to Give Yuletide Program

Military Honors Viet Nam Veteran;
Cadets Recognized for Scholastics

Seen This
Morning!
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From the Desk of:

Dee. 9, 1966

Jack G rochot, Editor

A Decade of Progress?
WHAT ACCOMPLISHMENTS and ap- Is it a junior college? Docs it have a footpeals this newspaper has made during the ball and basketball team? Some of the stuyear were inspired by a desire to improve dents who will be confronted with these
the University.
questions will tl'avel no farther than CleveWe have witnessed small breakthroughs land's West Side.
in student responsibility, one expansion of
And when the fi nal t rip home is madethe University's physical facilities, a few after graduation ·- we wonder if t he same
academic advancements and a s)ight rise in questions will not be a~k ed . And we wonder
student respect for campus life. But these if a JCU g raduate competing for employimprovements are not nearly complete. Stu- ment with a N"otre Dame graduate with the
dents remain unsali$fied with many unde- same scholast1c background will win. And
sirable, persistent conditions of academics, we wonder if the "whole Carroll man" will
social life und the generul atmosphere. It win if he faces the same l'Ompctition for
is typical for students, some administrators graduate llchool.
argue, to be unsatisfied and complain.
* '* *
But few administrators realize that they
WE ARE KOT implying that sports
were once students whose complaints and make a school a highly rated academic indissatisfaction were legitimate. They as- stitution. But we do contend t hat sports sume, therefo1·e, that they sutTived the un- t he caliber of sports as espoused by t he "big
rest, the reason for which has done them no name" colleges- can aid in achieving acaharm. But has it done them good?
demic excellence.
• • *
Why is the Decade of Progress existing
A LITTLE MORE than 10 years ago, today? The University needs money in order
editions of The Carroll News curried front to expand and offer a wider range of schopage stories about JCU football victories lastics and to upgrade t hose already offered.
The money is realized through donations
over Syracuse University, Dayton Un.iversity, Baldwin-Wallace, William and Mary, and pledges.
Minnesota State University and many other
Universities sponsoring nationally known
"big name" colleges. The games were played sports teams receive an estimated $500,000
in Cleveland Municipal Stadium before per season from television coverage at contests, and an estimated $!500,000 per season
crowds exceeding 12,000 persons.
A little more than t wo weeks ago, the from paid attendance. These amounts are
Blue Streaks were defeated by E:ethany Col- tax free.
John Carroll could use nearly the million
lege and lost the Presidents Athletic Conference (PAC) championship, playing be- dollars every year for physical and academic
fore a crowd of about 300 persons on a ·~ ~nsion of the University.
school field.
Gl'9Jlfe , t; wowd 00 a long and COStlY
Where were the roaring fans, the satis- proceedure for at least live years. But it
fieu students? They were huddled around woul d be an investment. lt would invoh·e
dormitot·y and motel television sets watch- scholarships fo r athletes. It would involve
ing ~otre Dame tie Michigan St.ate in what a substantial inct·ease in enrollment. It
millions of football enthusiasts described as would involve higher salaries for coaches,
the game of the decade- a decade of pro- professors and personnel. But what investgress for nearly every college but one.
ment does not involve expenses and risks?
* * *
Many "big name" universities have takTHE SAME YEARS which saw JCU en the risk- and have come out on top with
encounter the "big name" schools in foot;.. millions of satisfied, enthusiastic and wellball, the Blue Streaks entertained basketball educated students.
teams from Notre Dame, Michigan State,
San Francisco University, Marquette, Loyola, DePaul, Toledo, Youngstown and the
University of Hawaii at the Cleveland
Arena.
Last week, JCU was defeated by Wheeling (W. Va.) College, a Jesuit school, in the
PRESIDENT Johnson apparently has
Gym.
decided that the country can't have both
Perhaps the University is experiencing "guns and butter" at the same time, after
a Decade of Progress to upgrade academic all. From his ranch in Texas, l\1r. Johnson
life. But this type of life is only a portion announces that he is reducing planned fedof student life- the life of a ''complete eral programs by $5.3 billion for the ne>..-t
man,''a phra~e advertised in the University fiscal year and is reducing actual spending
catalog to recruit freshmen.
in the current year by S3 billion.
* *
The President didn't say it, of course,
SOON STUDE~TS WILL return home but his announcement is a dramatic admisfor Christmas vacation, only to be greeted sion that he was wrong in his judgment a
by questions ~uch as: Where i:-; John Carroll? year ago when he proclaimed that the country had the economic capacity to fight an
escalating war in Asia and at the same time
pursue a gigantic domestic spending program under the general heading of the
Great Society. In his messages to Congress
Published bi·Wiloldy excopt during oxamin1•tion and holiday
periods by the Jtudents of John Carroll University from their
on the state of the Union and the economy,
editorial and buslnQQ offices In Univot~ity HellahtJ, Ohio <441181
1\lr. Johnson scoffed at the very suggestion
YE 2-3800, ed. 331. SubKrlptians $2 yer y•ar, Represented
this nation couldn't carry all these burdens
lor notional odvertiung by National Adverfij.ing Services, Inc.
College Publishera Represontollvcs, 18 East 50 St., New York,
simultaneously.
N.Y. Member. Auoclated Collegiate Pteu and Ohio College
Assuming the Viet Nam war is going
New1popor As10ciallon.
to continue indefmitely, this undoubtedly
JACK GROCHOT • , ••••••••• , . • • • • • • • EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
means less money for highways, schools, the
EDITORIAl STAFF
war on poverty, housing, the rehabilitation
Yoroslov Bihun •••••••••••• , ••••• , .•..••• News Editor
of the cities, mass transportation and all
Rober1 Weidner •••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • feature Editor
the rest of the things that need doing in
Mlchoel Quinn • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • Sports Editor
this still unfinished country of ours. It
Pat Gnouo .•..•••••.•••. , , . . • • • • • • PolitiQol Analyst
means that if we are going to keep draining
James Zender ••••• , ............. , • , •• " • • • Art Editor
off our best bodies and brains and skills
Wdliom Koziol ••••••••••• , • , • • • • • • Bu~neu Manager
to fight and to produce the engines of war,
Cory Czarnecki •••••••••••.•.•• , • Circulation Mo110ger
we will have fewer bodies, brains and skills
~65
to fill all the rest of our needs and ambitions.

Adjustments

The Carroll News

iVaw, the S cience Center is on tire Front Lmcn, rwt on tke
Quadrangle. Thu m11st be the nero srcimmirrg pool ... Or
mnybe therre digging a hole to hide the ccu leaking from
the Administration Building.

Psychology Prof
Claims Fraternity
Pledging a Danger
To the Editor:
There are several a.,pects of fra·
ternities at JCU which are quite
poor.
Specifically the pledge program
o:f many, perhaps most, is excessive, juvenile, and inappropnate.
And the system b~· which pledges
are dismissed is uncharitable and
psychologically injurious.
~~ s~dent has llet'n his
grade.:'point aveiilgc dip so serious!~· during the semester in which h e
pledged a frnternity that he i ~
hard put to bring it up once again
to a respectable level. For many
students who ambition graduate or
professional studies, the pledge
period constitutes one or their
greatest obstables in rea.ching that
goal.
Since fraternities are forbidden
to accept as membe-rs those who
are on probation, it looks as if
everyone loses and no one gains in
this situation- the fraternity itself, the pledge, and his future
ambitions.
1 can understand why an occasional member will occasionally ask
a pledge to get him a cup of cof.
Cee or shine his shoes or polish
up his military brass. But I don't
understand the system which will
allow-or even require-- a pledge
to work at such tasks until so late
in the night that serious s tudy is
virtually impossible for him.
By far my biggest objection,
though, is to the s ystem of dismissing pledges, the so-callN!
"blackball" process. When you re·
Beet that the fraternity has gone
out and corraled these pledges in
the first place, wooing them with
"smokers" at which cigars, cigarettes, and pop are dispensed, tro·
phies are displayed, and the glories of the fraternity are recounted
-when you reflect that the fraternity has asked these men tQ
consider pledging their group, then
I think the "blackball" system it!
indefensible.
The pledge "·ho is not accepted
says: "They asked me to come
join them. I thought it over and
decided to pledge. I ran innumerable errands, snagged innumerable
signatures, bought countless cups
of coffee, shined dozens of shoes,
wrote many, many lett~rs for lots
of mem~rs. Then one night. they
told me that I was dropped. They
told me that they don't. want me.
What's the matter with me! .How
have I failed?"
There are many studies in psychology which show that it is the
dependent person who tends to
pledge fraternities. Only children

and ftrst boms (who afoor all were
only children during an important
and perhaps crucial period of their
development) - these are the ones
who tend to join fraternities in
greater numbers than do those who
come from larger families.
Why? It would seem that the
fraternity helps to satisfy their
need for affiliation, their need to
a<'quiro in the fraternity the
"brothers" whom they didn't have
at home.
I would like to s uggest just three
l't'fonns which, I think, will go
far toward eliminating the problems which I have described above.
First., I would like to see the
pledge period limited to a maxi·
mum of five wreks, this to include
"hell week" and all the rest. I
would suggest that fraternities be
given an option of terminating
their pledge period one full week
before lhe time of midterm exami·
nations ot not starting their pledge
period until after the midtenn ex·
am inations.
Second, I would suggest that
during the pledge period only a
certain number of members be permitted to impose tasks on the
pledges. These members would be
chosen by the pledgemaster and
the membership of the fraterruty
in wneral, and hopefully the criteria for selecting these "assistant
plcdgemasters" would be their tact
and prudence.
And this leads me to my third
11uggestion. I would advocate
eliminating entirely the pledge
boardll, if these in any sense connote or contain a system of "bl~k
lwlling" pledgt>s.
Then how would fraternities
know whom to admit and whom
not to admit. as members? I would
suggest that the pledge period be
made reasonably difficult, even
though under my suggestion it
would not involve any fonn of
cruel or unusual punishment, and
would not. demand a huge expen·
diture of time.
Pledges who failed to come up to
the standards of the organization
could be dismissed.
Here, though, I would suggest
that this be done in a rather for·
mal procedure, much like a legal
preliminary hearing. The pledge
whose conduct or attitude was
judged objectionable would have
a chance in this hearing to leam
the identity of his accuser, to hear
the charge against him, and to rebut such charges if he cared to do

so.
(See LETTER -
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.Canadians,
Americans
Dodge Draft

'Affluent Society'
Injures Libraries
NEW YORK (NANA)- People aren't borrov:ing

Canadian Part-Time Workers
Also Free from U.S. Draft

books as often as they used to do, a survey of public libraries

across the country has revealed.
But people apparently arc reading moro than ever before despite
television and all the other temptations of an affluent aocicty.
In a survey on book borro\ving

Time, Life Differ

On Oswald Probe
NEW YORK (NAN A)-Life and
Time magazines, both published by
the same corporation, f;<'em to have
had a falling out over the sole
guilt of Lee Harvey Oswald.
In its cover story, Life
states "One conclusion is inescapable" regarding the Oswald
controversy: "A new investigating
body should b~ set up, perhaps at
the initiative o! Congress .•. It
should re-examine the evidence
and consider other evidence the
Warren Commission failed to
evaluate."
But the conclusion that the editors of Life :found "inescapable"
seems to have escaped the editors
of its sister publication. In a fivecolumn article on the assassination,
Time magazine sums up: "Thus,
lacking new evidence, th l're seems
little valid excuse :for dramatic a
development as another :Cull-scale
inquiry."

~~--~~--~--~-

made by the Library Journal here,
a deeline in circulation at public
libraries :figures seemed to be tho
story nationwide.
Using the 1965-66 fiscal year
figures as compared with 1964-65,
the survey showed that adult circulation went down in Albuquerque,
N.J\1., for example, by 5.2 per c~nt.
In Dallas, Tex., the decline was 7
per cent; in Louisville, Ky., 0.3 per
cent.; in Philadelphia, Pa., 4.5 per
cent, and in Trenton, N.J., 7.2 per
cent.
The major reason for the decline
in book borrowing, librarians feel, is
the affluence of the country.
People aren't borrowing books
anymore; they're buying them.
It isn't. only that people ha,·e
more money to spend that bas
caused a decline in book borrowing, it's that people have less time
to go down to their local public
library.

NEW YORK (NANA)Although the spotlight is on
teaching this fall, the major-

The Little Theatre Society (LTS) returned this week
from two whistle--stop road tours in southern Ohio with
their Reader's Theatre production of George Orwell's "Ani-

LOPARO'S
PIZZA

Although lhe government covered
the cost of the produclions, the
presentations t n ems e 1 v c s were
LTS's contribution to the Federal
Program on Education.
LTS has received several offers
to tour "Animal Farm" in the
Cteveland area. They are now under consideration.
Upon returning, the group announced its program for the Spring
semester which will include three
one-act plays o! the Theater of the
Absurd. They are:
"The Bald Soprano" by Eugene
loncsco; "The Sandbox" by Edward
Albee; and Harold Pinter's "The
Dwarfs.''
Cast tryouts for t11e nine male
and five female roles will be held
in Kulas Auditorium at 7 p.m. on
Jan. 17 and 18. The performances
are scheduled for Mar. 18 and 19.

Notre Dame defensive footba ll coach and former JCU head
coach, John Ray, addresses the President's Club. See Page 7
for details.

ity o( colleges and universities still
p)ace scholarly research and publicntions as the primary considerations in evaluating a professor's
teaching ability.
In other word's professors are
expected to publlsb- or perish.
However, the Xational Association
of Stare Universities and Landgrant Colleg1!, in a recent report,
suggests that teaching and research
should be partners, not rivals.
Concern about e!Cecti9e teacl(tng
is widespread. Faculty committees
are encouraging teaching improvement at mnny institutions. For example, at the University of Texas
College of Engineel'ing, a teachlng
effectiveness committee arranges
semi-monthly seminars where eccperts in many areas discuss topics
such as better classroom presentation, new teaching methods and
equipment and the philosophy of
learning.
The recommendations of an Ohio
Stale University faculty committee
led to the inauguration thili past
summer of a sp<leial training course
for 30 graduate students who arc
now teaching :freshman and sophomore math, chemistry and English
courses. Teacher training programs
hn\'e been started at other institutions.
The University of Maryland's Department of Business last fall began a program o! bi-weekly seminars designeJ to assist new instructors. Experienced faculty members joined in discussions of issues

such as teaching standards nnd
techniques, examination construeLion, grading and instructional procedures. Research and de:velopmr.nt
work on college t eaching is taking
place on many campuses.
However, a recent study by the
Ameriwn Council on Education
found that, despite the emphasis on
teaching, colleges And universities
e\·aluate a teacher on the basi:; of
work done outside the classroom.
The chairman or dean of the department usually recommends a
pyofessor's advancement or salary
increase. But in most cases the
chairmen do not visit the classroom
to see the teacher in action.

Ln

PIZZA
ALL KINDS
ALL SIZES

companies luring English scientists
and engineers to America.
Harry Hoff, a British recruiter
in reverse, has been sent to the U.S.
and Canada to bring them back.
The "brain drain" has gone far
enough, the British think.
Hoff currently is in Washington
where he expects to remain until
the end of the month. He will be
in New York for two weeka be-

draft. Mnny of the d1·aft-dodgcrs
nrc young Canadians ,.,ho had
sought rmployment in the U.S.
on t<'mpornry working \'i!IM.
When they enter the U.S. these
young Canadians arc compelled to
register for the draft within six
months. Also, if a Canadian en·
tcrs the U.S. on a student visa he
is exempt !rom the draft, but he
is not nllowed to work without an
immigrant \'iSA, and this puts him
in the six months category.
Most o( the Canadians begin
wor king, but. as soon as they receive draft noticl's they head back
across the border seeking refuge
·n their native land.
And, accordmg to a spokesman
Cor the Royal Canadian Mounted
Policl', "These nre draft-dodgers
nnd tho type o( people we investigate."
Cnn.ndn. 1loes not have conscription, nnd draft-dodging is not an
\'xlradictuble offense.
Toronto is n favorite hideout for
draft dodgers.
Although it is poplllarly belie,•ed
th:lt. a mnjorlly of them fllter into
Toronto's Bohemian jungle kno\vn
us Yorkville, this is :far from the
case. Yorkville to n Canndian is
what Grernwich Village is to an
American. It is a breeding ground
of long-haiTI..'<!, shabbily-dressed
youtl1s who insist they are seeking
. cu tural life of t.ota xpreasion ~--..""
in the world of indhidualism.
EstillUltCB o( dra!t-dodgers liv·
ing in the Yorkville area have
ranged from 300 to 400. But one
U.S. dralt-douger told me he knew
or only three genuine cases of
American citizens coming here to
evade the draft. A fourth American told me he is not a draft-dodger because he is "a landed immigrant and has received the bless(Sce CANADIANS-Page 5)

NEW YORK (NANA) -Highly respected business
analysts say there are clear indications tbe American economy is on the threshold of a cyclical downturn - a readjustment.
Among tbe factors which lead to
such conclusions are: a slump in
new housing starts; flattening out
of machine tool delh·eries; receding
demand for automobiles; impact of
tight money; the Prosident's antiinflationaly propo~als; and, new
plant capacity coming into production in the next six to nine months.
But the economic readjustment,

Britain A-ttempts To Retrieve Her 'Brains'
NEW YORK (NANA)Great Britain has declared a
"Help-Wanted" war on U.S.

Alllanee

Business Analysts Say American
Economy Headed for Cydical Drop

CEDAR at GREEN

Specializing

~t'W•J»a~r

TORONTO - Americans
are not the only ones running
to Canada to avoid the U.S.

Professor's Teaching Abilities Are
Evaluated by His Impact on Students

Little Theatre Sodety's Road Tour
Benefits Culturally Deprived Areas
mal Farm."
Both trips were sponsored by a
federal program designed lo enrich low! education in culturally
deprived areas by bringing in lecturers, musical groups, and dramatic presentntions.
LTS perCormcd in Cadiz (Ohio)
High School Auditorium on Nov. 30.
The second trip took them to New
Philadelphia, Ohio.
These two cities were chosen because of their central location within the deprived areas in order to
give students an opportunity to attend the presentation.

Ry GLE:'Il MAY
;\f)f'th Anwrtcttn

say the analysts, may 1'Ull for no
more than 12 to 15 months, because
t'Conomic decline> have a way of
triggering their own revivals.
Reason: a dip in the economy
eases the demand for credit which
lowers interest rates; lower interest rates will <-ncourage new home
:>tarts and take many new plans off
the shelf, and the suspended investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation expires on Jan. 1, 1968.

Choruses
(Continued from Page 1)

ginning about Dec. 13 before going tenth of those who leave," ruefully
on to Ottawa, Canada.
concedes Reginald G. Voysey, scienOn .March 22 he will begin look- tific counsellor at the British Eming for Englishmen in Chicago bassy in Washington.
where ht> will he !ltaying at the Pick
But the 1,000 highly skilled
Congress Hotel nnd on April 12 he
will be in San Francisco at the young people who .:ct. jobs, here
Be11cvue IIotel.
each year do not include medical
It ha.s been estimated by British doctors and the thousands of women
Embassy officials in Washington hired in the U.S. as airline stewthat some 1,000 young Ph.D's from ardesses, secretarie3, and maids.
England are lured to the new world
"Our main efiort is to get the
e:1ch year.
scientists to come back to Britain,"
"We get back only about one- Voysey says.

!rom Germany and Italy.
This will be the third appearance
for the Carroll Glee Club this year.
It provided u!ter-<linner entertain·
me:nt nt the Very Rev. Hugh E.
l>unn'<> Anniver,;ary Banquet at the
Shcraton-C!e\eland Hotel and at the
JB~l Com·cntion at the Statler Hi}.
ton earlier this semester.
Tickets may be obtained !rom any
Gke Club or Band member or at
the Ticket Office in the Administro•
tion Bldg. Adult ticket.3 are $1.25,
students 50 cents.
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Debate Rages, Number of UFOSightings Soars
NEW YORK (NA.J.'IA) - crackled and jammed ·with static their cars before spef.'ding away.
Australia earlier in the year. Two ties on June 2-t. It maintained an
Wltile the people of the north- while they watched the object. A Walter Stone, 20, of Carlisle, Ky. constables
in Grafton, Australia altitude of 300 feet, he said. and
east coughed and wept t heir cab driver in the area Robert told police that "a thing shaped had reportccily done a turnabout appeared to be about 125 feet long.
Glover, said he saw the ;ame ob·

way through n mnssive attack of
smog last week, the citizens of Indiana, Nebraska, Wisconsin and
most of the midest were red-eyed
!tom a nothl!r kind of "~as . "
Great glo"-ing, humrr.mg clouds
of brilliantly llh.:Jninated ·•swamp
gas" - as the Air Force calls it
- engulfed a large section at treetop level and then flew oft' against
the wind a t fantast ically high
speeds. Witnesses to this phenomenon included numerous police
officers, doctors, newsmen, pilots,
schoolteachers, and prominent citizens. As us~ml, the beleagured U .S.
Air F orce patiently explained that
the~· had been watching meteon,
weather ba lloons, stars and, of
course, "swamp gas."
This fall, the larg£'st wave of
sightings of unidentified flying objects to date has overtaken most
of the countlj'. Hundreds of small
town newspaperll have been publishing extens ive accounts of local UFO sightings hut only a handful of tht>so stories ever receive
the attention of the n ational presF:.
Some of these reports arc as wild
and as hairy as the tales bein1~
peddled in the current rash of bestselling books on flying saucers.
For example, l'Ural police officer s
in Gastonia, N.C. reported seeing
a flying doughnut on Sept. 2$,
and claimed that their car radios

-------------------- --

Colonel Ballentine
Advises Students
dal Aid
i3'. . . . . .

With t he coming of a new
semester, retired Army Col.
George D. Ballentine, Direct~r of the Financial Aid Office·,
enumerated some "do's and don't's''
for students receiving or planning
to receive financial aid.
Because financial uid is given on
the basis of need, Col. Ballentine
stressed the need to up-date t.he
Parents' Confidential St.at~ment
(PCS) yearly.
He urged students to "complete
nll applications on time'' and "r~
port any changes in addrel!i, marital status, academic proiicienc)',
etc."
Thoae obtaining Veterans Administration benefits were reminded to
"read all instructions and comply
by completing necessary records
correctly."
A list of courses to be taken in
a single semester must be submitted
to the Financial Aid Office at the
1tart of that S('ml!l!ter.
Col. Ballentine all>o notro that
many have failed to turn in a
parents confidential statement to
the Financial Aid Office.
He likewise stated "all depelldent.s and War Orphans are r £·quired to sign their authorization
cards earh month."

je<:t. ''It seemed to swoop down
at me," he declared.
Drh·ers from Massaehussetts to
California came forward with
sto;ies . of being chased by lowflymg hghts and circular m achines.
ln several eases, the objects were
said to have come directly up to

••,...._jl.

,

J

a ..

and pursued a strange-looking lowflying light for several milt's on
June 6. In the U.S., two Ohio policemen chased a circular object
with a dome on top for 80 miles
in April. And Patrolman William
L. Stevens of Richmond, Va. raced
after a zeppelin-shaped gray object, following it through two coun-

lloj

Cleveland Industrial Exetutives
Begin Studies lor Progrom
To Upgrode Their Businesses

-

Thirty Greater Cleveland ":\fan:~gement :\lust Be Personal." A new class will be enrolled in
industrial executives tonight During the two years the par- the management program next
ticipants will view every phase of Sept. 1 , said Francis A. Kleinhenz,
will begin a new and unique industrial
management.
director of the program of continuprogram that will lead to degrees
as "Associate in Professional .Management."
The men, all holding key positio ns in corporations, will attend
three-hour weekly night classes,
conferences, individual projects, as
well as counseling sessions over
the two years that have been planned to meet the needs of the participant and the company.
In announcing the new program,
a first of its kind, the Very Rev.
II. E. Dunn, S.J., President of
John Carroll, said:
"This program has been especially planned to upgrade and improve
skills of men who are ah-eady man~ and department heada of
corporations.
"This program, designed by the
University in cooperation with
American Association of Indus·
trial :'.fanagement, reflects the
growing need for more trained,
skilled managers to cope with complexics and problems of our expanding economy."
Rolland F. Smith, Cleveland
plant manager of General Motors
Fisher Body Division, will be the
featured speaker at tonight's compus kick-<>ff dinner, discussing,

The contt'nt of the program will
cover the f unctional areas of business (marketing, finance, control
and personnel); the hllllUln areas
of supervision (interpersonal and
group relations, leadership and
communication); decision- making
and problem solving; the social
climate of business (the social,
economic, and political environnlent of management); administration and organization; philosophies of m::magement; and the development of a personal philosophy
of management.
Details of the program were arranged by the Department of Continuing Education and the School
of BaiiMM.

Tonight's dinner is part of the
two-day indoctrination p rogram.
Classes will start on Jan. 11 \vith
":'.tarketing for Managers."
The faculty for the program, according to Dean Arthur Noetzel of
the School of Business, "will include University personnel supplemented by experts !tom the business community who will bring to
the classroom the wisdom of their
experience and knowledge to pro·
vide a combination of exceptional
value."

ing education.
Smith, who wiU speak tonight,
joined General :\lotors in 1933 as
a checker in the press room of the
plant be now manages. He also
held positions with General .Motors
in Detroit before coming to Cleve·
land in 1954.
F ive years later he was named
plant manager. lie is a member of
the J CU Lay Board of Trustees.

WASHINGTON (NANA)

Events that hurt include:

After llis work at John Carroll,
Rabbi Kaye expects to complete an
internship at St. Joseph's High
School in Euclid.
On returning to South Africa he
will become the administrator o! a
parochial school attached to his congregation.
"I find Can·oll enlightening and
am looking forward tc my final
exams and essay,'' he said.
He expects to return to SOuth
Africa in A~

ready tainted evidence in the conviction of a Washington public relations man, Fred Black, and
prompted the Supreme Court to set
aside his conviction on income tax
evasion charges.
~ The Justice Department's admission in current pre-trial court
proceeding that investigators violated the Constitutional rights {14th
Amendment) of Robert G. (Bobby)
Baker, with whom Black was associated in business, in "bugging"
telephone communications between
Baker and local as w.ell as Las
Vevas, Nev., associates. Baker,
former secretary of Senate Democrats, is due to go on trial in January.
~ Variations jn the FBI and the
Warren Commission reports as to
details of an autopsy performed at
tho Naval Medical Center in nearby
Bethesda, Md., on President Kennedy on the night of Nov. 22, 1963,
af~r his body was flown from Dallas.
~ The "thaw" in U.S.-Soviet relations, as part of the Johnson administration's search !or new initiativM for peace in Viet ~am,
grut.er East..Waat tra4e. and a

* .. *

By

~fARTIN

GERSHEN

NCJTtb Am<:rtcan l"nupaper

Alll&D~

NEW YORK-- What if a flring saucer landed in your
backyard and a little green spaceman climbed out-and
you took a gun and shot him dead?
Would it be murder?
Looking ahead to the eventuality, N.A.N.A. polled a variety of
attorneys, l:~w professors, and authorities on outer space and intcrnationa1 Jaw.

treaty next year limiting the pro-

-- These are trying times for ~ Widespread revelations of elec- liferation of nuclear weapons.
Director J. Edgar Hoover tronic eavesdropping which bas aland the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Happenstance tn the form of
simultaneous developments is adverse!~· affecting the image of the
veteran Ju!ltice Department official
and his unit which has been put on
the defensive.
This is an unusual posture for
t.he FBI -something to which another big government fact-finding
organization, the Central Intelligence Agency-Is more accustomed.

In :'11ontro~e, Cc!., Sheriff Chat'les
Childers reported that be and
!leveral other witnesses watched a
formation of tJFO's maneuvering
around Horsetooth ltlountain on
Sept. 28. A pilot from the county
airport also observed the objects
and by using :1 calculator he estimated their speed to be 1,200 milea
per hour.
Scores or UFO sight ings have
bl'en rccol'(lt>d this fall from Maino
to Alaska. Many of these describe
slow-moving, glaring white objects seen at a high altitude and
could very possibly be natural phenomena or man-made satellites.
But hundreds of these lights have
also b«!n observed at ground level
by reliable witnesses. And many
of the solid metal objects repor ted
by people in one section of the
country have also been described
by other witnesses hundredseven thousnnds- of miles away ..
A "bell-shaped" flying object
was photographed by an engineer
in Me-lbourne, Australia in April.
On Oct. 29, a merchant in Easthampton, Long Island, N.Y. reported that he and his wife saw
a gigantic "bell-shaped" object fly
in from the Atlantic Ocean at an
altitude of about 1,500 feet. "It
was the size of two DC-2's," he
said, "and was surrounded by a
red glow with a stri11g of bright
white lights along its sides."

Is It Murder To Shoot
Little Green Creature?

Events Place FBI on Defense

Alric•n R•bbi in Evening College
A South African rabbi on sabbatical leave and a congregational
grunt is currently enrolled in the
Evening College.
Rabbi t:ric Kaye, a native of Johannesburg, Union of South Africa,
is taking courses toward a .Master
of Arts in Education Administration. The Rabbi, along with his
family, residea In Cleveland.
Rabbi Kaye studied previously in
the U.S. as a student at the Telshe
Rabbinieal Seminary in Wkkliffc,
Ohio.

like a stop sign" buzzed his car at
5:65 a.m. on Oct. 18. It was surrounded by a ring of flames, he
l'eported, and passed him at an
altitude of about 50 feet. As it
went by, he said, he felt a powerful force which pushed him down
into his seat.
Similar reports had come out of

Student Union

(Continued from Page l)
tion of Italian Art (CRIA).
The money would be used to a:id
the restoration of works of art destroyed in recent floods in that
country.
Some senators indicated dissent
on the bill- which will be voted
upon next week -because it included a clause that the Union
would be required to contribute
monies up to $300 if it could not
be gathered in the drive.

Letter
(Continued from Page 2)
The alternative seems to be what
we have at present, a system
whereby a pledge can spend a major portion of a semester doing all
sorts of unusual things in ordel'
to pro\·e himself worthy of mem·
bership in the fraternity, only to
run the risk- a real one, I undel'stand - of being told at the end
of the pledge period that he is not
accepted.
Rev. Glenn F. William&, S.J.
Psychology Dept. Chairman

- - - -- - -- - - - - The consensus of views was:
"Do11't bother me with stupid questions."
Abdel Ghani, who is chief of the
United Nations Office of Outer
Space here, said his staff is concerned with territorial claims in
outer s pace but not with anybody
who Jives in outer space or visitors
tht>re!rom.
But New York University law
proCessor, Dr. Graham Hughes who
teaches l e g a 1 philosophy and
crimjnnl law, was willing to discuss the question although he could
offer no definitive answer.
In cases of murder or homicide,
Dr. Graham noted, traditional law
says the victim must have been a
human being. In England, the term
used is 'reasonable creature,' which
is synonymous with human being.
And even human beings haven't
always been considered as such,
law authorities note.
Until the turn of this century,
for example, certain tribes of Africa were considered varmints under
the law and it was pennissible to
shoot them as such.
Similar laws e-xisted affecting
the Aborigines of Australia, and
the American Indian also could be
shot lt>gally while the West wall
being won.
"As things stand now," observed
Dr. Hughes, "nn alien person {from
outer space) would not have protection from the law."
Neither would the law protect a
creature !rom outt'r space impressed into slavery on earth, Dr.
Hughes observed.
"If it is not human then it must
be an animal and the only legal
aspects would be those governinr
cruelty toward animals}' he 88id.
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Public Relations Director
Sanford Markey Resigns
Post to University Editor

01 Man on
Moon Seen

1

WASHINGTON (NANA)
-Insofar as funding is concerned, all systems are "go"

Mr. Sanford E. Markey will be replaced by University
Editor Douglas Bookwalter as Public Relations Director on
Jan. 1.
~fr.

Sanford Markey
(To Exit)

Two Stations Air
Programs on MS
And SACiA Foods
The Military Science (MS)
Department and SAGA
Foods will come in for close
scrutiny on a series of radio programs over ''tERE and WHK
Radio.
The p r o grams are part of
WERE's series en tit I e d "The
Shape" and WHK's "Objective."
The programs over WERE include:
Dec. 18, "ROTC," with Mr. Frank
A. Kleinhenz, Director of Continuing F;ducation; Dec. 25, "ROTCOfficer" to Be," also with 1\fr.
Kleinhenz; J an. 1, "'67 and the
ROTC," featuring Col. Rue D. Fish,
Professor of Military Science.
All WERE broadcasts are on
Sundays at 9:45 p.m.
Over WRK the following prog rams will be broadcast:
Dec. 15, "Current Developments
in Theology of Marriage," wg;hlights of a John ~arroll talk by
Rev. Richard J. :M.cCormick, S.J.,
the associate editc1r of Ame<rica
magazi:ne and a professor of moral
theology at Bellannine School of
Theology in Illinois.
Dec. 22, "Hamburger and Cake,"
with Dan Sauter, manager of
SAGA f'oods, and Tom :Murphy,
prc;;idcnt of the Student Union.
Dec. 2!), "Education Has a Future," with Mr. Kleinhenz and Mr.
Roger Welchans, chainnan of the
Fin(• Arts Department. WHK
broadc~ts nrc on 11hursdays at 10
p.m.
Moderator for all programs on
WERE unci WHK. is Mr. Sanford
Markey, Director of Public Relations.

:\tarkey i:s leaving after six
years to become director of public
relations for the Jewish Community
Federation.
He was in broadcasting before
coming here, first with NBC and
then with Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. He worked as news director
and as public affairs director.
He worked extensively on the
American Value Series which presents programs on WHK Radio on
Thursday nights at 10 o'clock. For
this series he received two citations
from WHK and an avmrd from the
American College Public Relations
Association.
He has also worked with Dr.
Michael s. Pap of the Institute for
Soviet Studies to bring publicity
for that department.
The Very Reverend Hugh E.
Dunn, S.J., President of the University, commented on his leaving:
"The l:niversity's deep regret at
losing the valuable serviceti of Mr.
:\larkey is tempered by our pleasure
that such a well qualified successor
as Mr. Book-walter is available. Our
best wishes for success in his important new post go to him. We
thank Mr. Bookwalter for the fine
job he did as University Editor and
assure him that the University's
warm feeling will continue in his
new position."

Bookwalter has been University
Editor since 1962, during which
time he has rccetvod ret•ognition
from the American College Public
Relations Association, American
Alumni Council, and other professional organizations.
Previously he worked for two
newspapers. in Pennsylvania.

Everything Continues To Cost
More at College These Days
NEW YORK (NANA) -Inflation has hit the college
campus with a resounding thud. Just as housewives now
pay more for their food supplies, so students pay far more

f or their college education.
Colleges and universities everywhere, it seems, have rai~d their
tuition fees. But that is just the
hi-ginning. Room and board fees
have gone up in rceent years.
:\lany colleges have introduced
"general fees" to cover a ''ariety of
activities that take place on the
campus.
Books have gone up, too. This
is not a small item. Although many
paperbacks are available to the
students, by and large the basic
textbook~osting anywhere from
$5 to $lii each-are still published
in hard co•er. What makes it
worse for the student, many of
these e.xpensiYe books are -n-"ised
<'ach year or every two )'t•ar ::t. I n
the past; a student could sell lilil
The newly-developed Center :for used text book to an incoming atuContinuing Educauon, under the direction of Mr. Francis A. Kleinhenz, will introduce a number of Quarterly To Give Awards
new short courses, conferences and To Best Poetry, Prose of Year
seminars in the spring semester.
Awards of $50 will be given to
They are art of the film; arts of
Japan; the Negro in a changin~ authors of the best poetry and
social order; the Metropolitan prose subntitted to the Carroll
Opera in Cleveland; landmarks in Quarterly, assistant editor Bill Deliterature in translation (from Ger- long announced yesterday.
The winners of these awards wiU
man and Spanish); sales training
for the GO's; social and educational be determined by tbe staff of the
forces; changing social patterns; Quarterly and the results will be
efficient term in a 1 management; published in the fourth isue in late
computer concepts; associate in April.
Winners will be presented with
profoosional management d e g r e e
program; new religious directions the awards at the Annual Awards
in our pluralistic society; and a Banquet on May 3.
student/facully film society.

Education Center Plans
New Short Courses

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY

CLOTHINGS
and

FURNISHINGS
for men and young men

10~

DISCOUNT

TO JOHN CARROLL MEN ONLY
BRING YOUR I.D.

THE EXECUTIVE SHOP
2259 WARRENSVILLE CENTER RD.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, OHIO 44118

Douglas Bookwalter
(To Dired Public Relations)

in th~ series of Apollo spacecraft
launchings next year, culminating
in a mnnned I<~Jlcling on the Moon
before the cmd of the decade.
Although the Budget Bureau is
ovcrSI'eing lhP trimming of ~3 bil·
lion in non·d<•fcnso spending for
the cur:-ent fiscal year, and there
is much talk of n cutback in requests for fi~cal 1968, Space
Agency mnnng{•ment can count on
continued appropriations of $5
billion annually through 1970, ru1d
even then•after.
.:\onethcless, much is being made
of the reschelluled launching of
the first Apollo spacecraft someLime during the Jan.-March, 1967
quarter. '!'he flight was to occur
befol"(' the end of D<'cembcr. De·
sign modification of nn environmental control system caused the
rc-scherlulin~t.

Capitol Hill sources, wbo work
dent. With the frequent chang£>s
vcnr-round
on authorhatons and
and revisions, this is no longer
~ppropriations f or U.S. space propossible.
jects, includin~-t the Air Force's
~!any educators are deeply con0 r b i t n 1 Laboratory
corned at the inflationary trend. Manned
(MOL),
insist
that a cutback in
rt is not uncommon for a $1,500
tuition fee plus nn additional (See MOON PROJECT - Page G)
$1,500 for other expen&'s, in the 1------------better known Pl'ivute colleges.
Some, such as M.I.T., estimate that
the student's fees fur the year will
be $3,600. And it is even higher at
a private woman's college.
A recent study on "Financing
HARBOR BEACH, Mich.- Dett·
Higher Educationt pre~arcd _by nis Hale, 26, the lone survivor
the Southern R!'g'lonal hducabon among 2!) crewmen !et adri!t in
Boaz;d, found ~t onl~ the stu- the frigid, gale swept Lake Huron
dent s share of mstruchonal costs when their freighter broke up and
is incr!'asing. It take~ $,10 billion san'k:
a year ~ ru.n. the nn\1on s co\\q~es
"l k;now why l'm n ve. One, b~
and umversJties.. In 1954, tuition cause God wants me to be alfn.
paid for Ul per cent of the cost. Two, because God wants me to sutBy 1964, the student's share ter bcl'orc I die."
jumped to 1GA per cent. Similarly,
CI,EVELA N D -Attorney F. Lee
the student's Abare jumped in the Bailey, telling newsmen what be
same 10-ye:u· pc11od in the private and Dr. Samuel Sheppard plan to
colleges from 48.8 per cent to 54.6 do if the grand jury closes the case
per cent.
on the murder of Mrs. Marilyn
Sheppard:
"We'll continue our own investigation until we find the killers and
A $295 grant from Bendix Cor- bring the case to justice."
BERKELEY, CALIF. - Gradporation has been received by the
Department of Physics for experi- uate student Mike Le:rner, a leader
or a student group of anti-war
ments with the Laser Beam.
The Laser Beam is an intense d em o n s t t' a to r s whose protest
light capable of penetrating ma- against the presence of Navy re~
cruiters on campus was broken up
terials such as steel.
by police:
"There comes a point when we
have to think of the atmosphere
that they (the administration and
faculty) have created here. These
(Continued from Page 3)
gers in Toronto.
issues are not new issues. We have
ing of the American Consulate and
He said: "Most of the Americans been miseducated in this university
Canadian immigration authorities" \-rho are draft-dodgers don't stay for a long time and we have been
to reside in Toronto.
in Yorkville as it is too closely po· saying so."
The three known American liced by Toronto police and the
draft-dodgers nl'e three different RCMP (Royal Canadian Mounted
personalities.
Police). 'fhey say they're against
One is a Negro who doesn't materialistic things, but that is
"want to fight" as he !eels he is what Yorkville is-it's sex, drugs,
"not part of the United States and and money."
has no reason for wanting to fight
Why did these young Americans
A special Christmas Ride list u
for them." He is com1nced the leave the U.S. and come to Can- being sponsored by the University's
South isn't the U.S. so why should ada to avoid the drn:ft?
Circle K International.
he shoulder a rifle and shoot and
Heading the list is Viet Nam.
The purpose is to bring interested
kill in VietNam?
They feel the U.S. is morally ridens into contact with drivers who
Another is a political pacifist wrong in Viet NIUll, but they are willing to take passengers on
who bas been involved in various quickly emphasize they understand the trip home for Christmas vacamovements, protest marches and the situation as the "reasons are tion.
left-wing gatherings, sometimes obvious."
Drivers have been signing approheld in .secrecy.
U.S. draft-dodgers are convinced priate sheets at the main desks of
The third draft-dodger is a mem- "economy is the main reason the each dorm since Wednesday - inber of a Toronto-nrea motorcycle U.S. is in Viet Na.m." They back dicating their school address, des~
·gang. He and his cycle pals fre- up this conviction by saying the tination, approximate cost per rider,
quent Yorkville and can usually be .United States is now enjoying a and the date and time of departure.
found ''hanging around" the coffee tremendous "industrial buildup and
Interested drivers may sign up
houses or standing in small groups. is more selfish and materialistic as until Tuesday.
However, there ia a total of a mass than ever before."
Off-campus students d r i vi n g
about 50 U.S. and Canadian draftThey further add that America home should !'ign up at the main
dodgers living in a closely-knit col- has to continue "its image as a desk of Murphy Hall.
ony in the Toronto area. Some of protector of those who cannot proA categorized list of drivers acthem are leading nonnal lives t~t thPmselves." They question cording to destination will be postwhile others eat and sleep where- the U.S. al'gumcnt that it il:J in ed in all donns and the Student
ever they find a meal and a bed. Viet Nam to stop Communism from Activities Center on Dec. 15. StuMike Wang, an American who spreading. "That's a waste of time dents who need rides should then
lives in Yorhi.Ue as a landed im- as Communism will just spread consult the lists and contact inmigrant, discussed the draft-dod· somewhere else," one said.
dividual drivers.

Q00 tes from
The NeWS

Grant for Laser Probes

Canadians Also Dodge Draft

Circle K Furnishes
Christmas Ride Lists
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PR's Take Second Place
At Battalion Drill Meet
ROTC Cadet Dennis McKenna placed fourth of 68 in
the individual drill competition as Pershing Rifies pledges
ranked second in overall standing at t he First Battalion

Here a re this year's Pershing Rifle co mp any staff and sponsors: Top (I to r): Frank Wardeg a,
pledge officer; Pete Pluto, supply officer; William Art, executive officer; Amy Hag e r, junior
sponsor; David Burdelak, co mmanding o fficer; Susan Wolf, senior sponsor; Willia m Baumgart, p ublic relations; and John Doyle, operations officer. Bottom (I to r): James Robinson,
first serg eant; Frank Cand a, ad jutan t; and Andrew J urch enko , finance officer.

Educators of Southwest Try To Solve
Spanish-speaking Minority Problems
By HAL D. STEWARD

TUCSON-Juan, a member of what has been described as America's "invisjble minority," can't. read English
skillfully.
Educators in the Southwest believe now is the time to take immediate ateps to help him.
......~~,..,;~~-.Jaan!a mahWtv to read :wen
is only a part of the three-fold
problem faced by .\fc..xican-American school children. The other two
are: trouble il1 correctly s pf'aking
English, and a serious school dropout rate.
Tho Mexican - American cltild
tends to leave school when he
reach('s 16, the legal minimum at
which he can quit.
These are not new problems to
the Southwest, but educators in
the region appear to have decided
to meet them head-on and attempt
to solve them.
The problems primarily con-

front the states of Arizona, Ne\'ada, New Me..x.ico, Texas and Califomin, which have large Spanishs peaking populations.
A group of educators- about
350 -- gathered here to devise
methods to help improve the education of the Spanish-speaking
child who has been called a part
of thp "invisible minority" or "the
t;tl~nt ones.'"
They constitute a class of more
than one million persons, who, said
Sen. Joseph M. Montoya, D-New
-:\lex., "Labored silently in a hundred lhousand fields ... have stood
silen\IY by a million doors . . .
have waited silently at innumerable counters."
Educators and public officials in
the Southwest have recognized
that Juan and the other children
like him could, if his education is
not rmproved, face serious economic and social problems as an unskill~d adult.
J uJm's inability to r end :md cor-

Man-on-moon Project
(Continued from Page 5)
funding for space programs, or a
stretchoua of the schedule wouldn't
result in economics.
"A huge invcslm<>nt has been
made in facilities, in the development of hardware and life s upport
systems, in the produl"tion of spacecraft and rockets,'' it wa;, explained.
"The gains in technology have
brought us to the point where we're
ready to go. We may, in !net, make
the Lunar landing in 1968, even
though the deadline is Dec. 31,
1!>69."
T hi3 was in reference to the commitment made by tho late President
Kennedy for a manned Lunar landing during the 1H60!l.
Tite space agenC'y has been openl·y
wonied about adequate funding
since 1963, despite the policies of
the Kennedy and Johnson administrations public opinion polls show
increasing doubt among Americans
as to the merit:s of such high priorities and largo-stale outlays for
Lunar landings, when terrestrial
problems in metropolitan ghettoes
and in pockets of poverty across the
nation, as well as atmospheric and
water pollution and other urban difficulties call for comparable attention.
Added to these arc the demands
of the war in Viet Nam and the
competition for scienti:>ts and en-

ginc~rs

in oceanology and oceanography, fields which promise to benefit munkind economically Ul far
more dramtic fashion than the
space technology utilization prog mm has demonstrated to date.
flut the :-.:ASA budget alone, for
fiscal yc·ar 1968, i.8 understood to
be i~ the neighborhood of $5 billion.

redly speak English is the most
acute education problem that confronts the Southwest today, a survey by the National Education As·
sociation disclosed.
The conclusions drawn in the
survey said the answer, but not
the whole answer to the J>roblems,
was a bilingual "bridge" between
Anglo and Mexican cultures.

Pledge Drill Meet at Bo\vling Green
State University Saturday.
In addition to McKenna's fourth
place in the individual category, the
pledges gained a first place in
squad and a third in platoon competition.
This was enough to put Carroll
in the number two spot of the other
fi ve universities participating Bowling Green, Kent State, Akron,
Toledo, Youngstown.
Two cadets were also recommended for awards on the basis of their
work in conducting the drill meet.
They were: Cadet First Lt. Oenni11
McGraw a nd Cadet Mjr. Ronald
Ponikvar.
McGraw, Battalion Operations
Officer and Pledge Drill Meet Officer, was recommended for tho Order
of Merit.
Ponikvar was recommended !or
the National Gold Achievement
Medal by Carroll's Cadet Lt. Col.
Frank Tricomi, Commanding Officer of the Battalion. He is t he Executive a nd Drill Meet Officer for
the Battalion.
Assisting in judging the meet
were drill instructors from the Armor School at Fort Knox, Ky.
During intermission the BGSU
Special F orces Unit and the Royal
Green Girls' Drill Team entertained
the audience with an exhibition.
This year's meet was dedicated to
the late President John F. Kennedy,
for it was on the day of the second
pledge drill meet in 1963 that he
was assassinated. The meet was
administered by J ohn Carroll's Battalion Headquarters - t he second
time for the Univenity.

Jet Engines Scarce for
Commercial Air Unes
Because of the Viet Nam war's
heavy demands, manufacturers of
jet airliners cannot fill the wants of
commercial air lines. As is, they are
running three to five months behind bookings. Major reason:
scarcity of jet engines. What it
spells out is that airlines serving
winter and s ummer resorts will
not have the equipment to handle
the volume of passenger traffic
that optimistic securities analysts
have been guesstimating.

Dept. of Army Doubles
Its ROTC Scholarships
The Department of the Army will
double the number of four-year
Army ROTC scholarships to be
awarded during 1967 and will increase its two-year scholarship
awards by at least 256.
Beginning with the 1967-68 school
year, 800 four-year scholarshl,ps
will be awarded outstanding high
school graduates and at least 856
two-year awards will be made to
selected college students who have
completed two years o1 ROTC
training.
During 1965-66, 400 four-year
and 600 two-year scholarships were
awarded under the ROTC sehqlarship program .

'=..=:..;;.;;.._,._____~---..;_~=--=-------------;__-----------

Romney Fellret/1964 C11mp11ign De•l
Between Goltlw11ter, George W11ll11te
WASHINGTON (NANA)
- Michigan Gov. George W.
Romney refused to help
Barry Goldwater in 1964 because
he feared a secret campaign deal
had been made with Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace and other Democratic segregationists.
That in essence is what has been
revealed by the just-released exchange of letters that took place
after the 1964 election between a
bitter Goldwater and an unrepentant Romney.
Romney never quite accused
Goldwater of making a deal in order to reap Wallace support for
the GOP ticket in 1964 but events
at the time and Romney's allusions
to a deal leave no doubt about it.
It stands out in spite of the con-

trived civility of their "Dear
George-Dear Barry" correspondence
and all the references to agreements and lesser disagreements between them.
The GOP Convention in the Cow
Palace at San Francisco took place
right after the peppery Wallace,
playing to the "white backlash"
sentiment against Civil Rights, had
scored surprisingly well in Presidential primaries in Wisconsin, Indiana and Maryland.
Goldwater came riding into the
convention on a conservative bandwagon steered by strategists like
Alabama's John Grenier and Texas'
Peter O'Donnell who made no secret of their plan. The would deliver the GOP nomination to Goldwater with delegate votes from the
Southern states, plus those of the

plains and far west - and they saw
the chance of winning the election
in November with an identical
"Southern strategy."
Meanwhile, back in Montgomery,
Wallace was mulling over the prospects of making a third-party run
for the Presidency, a bid that would
draw on resentment againt President Johnson's federal administration and the Negro Civil Rights
movement.
Against that background, as
Romney wrote Goldwater , "a leading Southern delegate in a private
discussion with me, opposing my
Civil Rights amendment . .. made
it clear that there had been a platform deal that was a surrender to
the Southern segregationists, contrary to the entire tradition of the
party.

C11tholits Tell the Elletts of Me11tless Fritl11ys
Dy MARTIN

GERSHE~

·Joyce's Pub on Second Avenue

NEW YORK- "I had a here, and the first time in the history of the all-male Catholic lay
littl~l lump in my throat when
organization that its members had
I tried to swallow the fir st a choice or fish or meat.

bite," Nnid John Hurley, 40, of
Bello Harbor, N.Y., a member of
the Ancient Order of Hibernians
(AOH), as he recalled eating meat
on Friday for the first tin1e in his
life.
H\lrley was among 2!) members
of the Lt. Patrick J. Walsh Div.
29 of the Hibernians, whose annual luncheon for their new president coincidentally fell on the same
day that American Catholics were
permitted to begin eating meat on
Friduys.
It was the 98rd annual luncheon
of tho group, held a t J ohnny

'l'hc group numbers 514 members including Francis Cardinal
Spellman of New York and J.
Frnncis Cardinal Mcintyre of Los
Angeles.
Neither of the church leaders
attended or sent any messages.
Of the 2!> members presen t, 18
ordered fish.
" I still feel a little squeamish,"
Hurley admitted late:r after he had
cleaned his plate. "I'll try to do
a little personal penance later,"
he said.
Hurley selected the meat dish
because he never did like fish.

"All my life I've been eating
scrambled eggs and home fries on
Fridays," he said, "but my wife
likes fish and I think she and the
kids will stay with it ."
Hurley candidly admitted that he
wished the church hadn't decided
·to permit meat dishes on Fridays.
"Now I'll have to think of a
personal penance," he said.
Also eating meat "knowingly"
on Friday for the first time in his
life was New York Supreme Court
Justice Willinm S. Shea.
"No, I don't feel any qualms of
conscience," the judge said as he
dug into his plate of roa.st beef
rare with french fried potatoes
and mLxed vegetables.
"It's not fundamentally wrong .

There's no violation of the Com·
mandments. The church OK's it;
I accept it," the gray haired jurist
said.
But h e, too, said he planned to
make some personal penance for
eating meat.
"Maybe I'll go to Mass on Friday or maybe I won't drink in·
toxicating beverages," he said.
J udge Shea said his wife and
three children "will do what the
church allows."
Michael C. Gray, executive see·
rotary of the Catholic Lawyers
Guild, was among the maj ority of
Hibernians who ate fish a t Fri·
day's luncheon.
"It's a matter of taste," he explained.
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Cagers Encounter
Tomcats, Red Cats
A tall, young, and angry
group of Tomcat.~ will prowl
Carroll's gym tomorrow at

Dy MICllAEL QUINN

8 p.m. when Thiel Collego helps
the Blue Streaks get. t~tarted in the
Presidents ' Athletic Conference
basketball race.
Thiel, \vhich lists only one !Ienior among its top eight m<'n, drop·
ped its P,\C opener to Wc~ern R•··
serve, 67-61, Saturday.
The lone senior is co-captain
Jim Baird, a 5-11 guard who wa!'
named to the football all-PAC defensive squad this scn~on. The
other co-captain is G-2 junior forward Jim Mondok, an all-leagu~>
basketball choice the lnst two
years. Last season he !Nl the con·
ference in scoring.
A pair of 6-6 sophomores Craig Cunningham and Georg••

CN S110rta £41lor

Do you know ·what a take-down is? No? Well,
about an escape? A reversal? A guillotine? No?
You've never oc-en to a wrestling match, then.
In fact, it's probably an ignorance of the sport which
dampens most people's enthusiasm over wrestling. "To appreciate it you've got to know what's going on," says one
expert.
A wrestling match consists of three three-minute periods in college, as opposed to three two-minute periods in
high school, and though it doesn't sound like much, I'm told
that extra minute is a long, long time out on the mat.
The wrestler (alias, "groaner," "grappler," "canvasback," "matman") may win a match by a pin, giving his
team five points, or by a decision, worth three points. If
he and his opponent achieve an even number of matchpoints, they draw and each team gets two points.
A "pin" is achieved when one contestant forces his opponent's shoulder blad~s to the mat for about two secondsor until the refer~ judges that time is up. A typical pin
hold is the half-nelson, in which a man gets his opponent's
head locked in the crook of one arm, grabs his foe's leg with
his other arm, and tries to flatten him out by putting all of
his weight on top of his chest.
Other pinning movements bear such descriptive names
as the "crucifix," the "guillotine," and the "grapevine."
Once a man pins his opponent, the match is over, no matter
how much time is h~ft.
In a decision, each wrestler accumulates a number of
awartl points for various maneuvers during the match. For
instance, at the aulrl, both men are standing and facing
each other. If one can get the other down on the mat and
be on top of him and in control, he has executed a "takedown" and earns two points.
If time runs out in the period, or if the man on the bottom manages to get off the mat area, both wrestlers assume
the "referee's position." Here the man who had been on the
bottom gets on the mat on his hands and knees. The man
who had control gets over him, with one arm around his
waist and the other on his arm.
Thus, the second and third periods start with the referee's position, in which the "victim" tries any of a dozen
different ways to e!;cape, "This," says our expert, "is what
wrestling is really all about."
If the victim does break free be gets one point for an
escape. And if, in the same motion, he gains control over
his opponent and makes HIM the victim, be gets two points
for a " reversal."

UP AND IN for two points
goes this shot by freshman
forward Pat Emrich.

Ray Gives Thoughts on
Coaching, Notre Dame
By GARY McKILLIPS
C~

!Sport. Wrller

Sometime and somewhere J()bn Ray will assume the
head coaching position at a major uniYersity. However the
time is not now and the place is not Wisconsin.

I

At least this is the impression
Ray, the former head coach of the 3,000 people, and playing before
Blue Stn.:!ak!< and now defensive 80,000 a.s his Notre: Dame tl'nms do.
o c a • "ol.re
· •·· ·
· · o th mil h di!fct·t:nce.
speaking to over 350 people at a Studen_ts are the. same ~II ~ver.
special Quarterback Club presenta- There lS pre~sure ·~ both !;ttuabons.
tion in the Cleveland Room Wednes- But we enJOY thts pressure and
day.
wouldn't have it any other way."
Said Ray, "Our talks at Wisconsin were merely exploratory. There
was no offer made, and there were
at least seven of us interviewed."
He said furthermore, "It would
take a lot to persuade me to leave
t\otre Dame." Ray ·was also mentioned as a possibility for the vacant hend coaching slot at North
Carolina, but again said that he
would go there merely on an "explomtory" basis.
Ray, whose 1!l62 Carroll team set
sb:: NCAA small college deiensive
records, was asked also what d.ifferenre he found in playing before

Wheeling Slips Past Carroll
John Carroll's "Whiz Kids"
opened the 1966-67 basketball
season with a 91-88 loss to
Wheeling College, but. turned in
a brilliant second half that nearly
netted them the upset of the early
collegiate campaign.
Down by 16, 64-38, with 19:04
remaining i n t h e game, the
Streaks closed the gn}l to 12, 8068 with 8:03 r emaining. Then the
"kids" went to work. Sophomore
Bill Delong and Freshman Mike
Mullaly, along with senior Roy
Berger outscored the f\red-up Cardinals 18-6 in the next four minutes to make it, 86-84. Two minutes later, with 1:40 remaining in
the game, Mullally, the 6-6 form er Maple Heights star, tipped in
the tying basket to tie the score,
88-88.
DeLong's stolen ball gave the
Streaks a crack at breaking the
tie but Captain Greg Hojnacki's
20-foot jumper was off. Cardinal
Coach Joe Blaha then brought in
his ball handlers who stalled for
one last shot. Blaha then called
time out '1\oith 30 seconds left and
brought back in his big men for

the kill. It came with just one
second remaining as forward Jim
DiPero drove the right lane to
sink the game-"oinning bucket.
Fouled in the act of shooting, DiPero sank the free throw for the
three-point victory margin.
Coach John Keshock, who in the
past two seasons has experienced
disappointment with veteran ball
clubs, praised his team for its
great effort. "The team showed
great spirit and hustle. They made
up for their lack of height and experience in speed and desire. The~'
really deserved to win." He added,
"'l'hey've come a lot further at this
stage of the game than I thought
they would. They're going to be
all right."
Four reasons made this perfonnance impressive.
~ Wheeling was sharp after having played three games, winning
two and losing the other by just
three points to a tough StubenviUe
team.
~ The Cardinals were a veteran
unit. Many of them have been
working together for three seasons.
~ They had height on the Streaks

at. every position except center.
~ Carroll came into this one cold.
The team including two freshmen,
had nf'ver played together, yet still
kept pace all the way, and made
up 16 points.
Particularly impressive were
fre~hmen :Mullally and Pat Emrich.
!\lulla!ly, in addition to scoring
the tying basket, scored 24 points
and notched 11 rebounds. He
prov<.'d his ability to hit on set
shots from outside, as well as on
tips underneath.
Emrich d is p 1 a y e d beautiful
moves.
Hadyou
notnever
you noted
on
the roster
would ithave
known that he was a freshmen.
He grabbed 11 rebound!!, scored
14 points, playing just about three
quarters of the game.
Team Captain Greg Hojnaclti,
who with Berger were the only
seniors to see nction, appears to
have come into his own as a team
leader and a po!jshed performer.
He made some dazzling layups that
brought the 2,500 excited fans to
their feet. He also sparked the
run and shoot. offense and scored
12 points.

L~ on-pl'OVt<k l>arkhourd su·ength
at forw1ml and t'enler respectively. Another ccnter·forwat'li combinntion includes Bill Antil, 6-5
(t-cshman Crom \Varren, and Dave
Thomas, 6-4 freshman from Wheeling, W. Va.
Two more sophomores who will
!ll'<' action at guards are G-2 Pat
Stilli;;:mo. a product of Willoughby,
nml fi-ll Joe .Masse! of East LiverP<)ol.
Thiel, coarhcd by Charles "Bud''
Mane~. finished 4-12 last year, in-

Weightlifting Program
Bruce Rnndrul, former :llr.
Universf', wilt giv~ a lecture<lemoustrntion on physical fit.ness and wu:ightlifting from
J t.o :! p.m. Tuesday in the
gymnu;;ium.

<·lulling a 93-67 loss lo Can·oll.
Wt•dncsdn~· al 8 p.m. Carroll will
ho!lt a hnncl of Red Cats. Western
RNwryc, considt•rt'Cl n "sleeper" in
the l<'nl,rue lwfore Ihe season started, owns victories ovet• Thiel nnd
.\ll. Union in its first lwo engngem<'nts.
Thtt•r regulars frc:n last ye:u-'s
squml, whi<·h linished 6-13, form
thb season's Red Cat nudeus.
.Junior JetT Borer, 5-11, is back
nt guard, as is 6·5 Bill Rogers,
t•nptnin from Finella~·. ;tl center,
nncl (i.fi Hon Stunz. of Louis\·ille,
ul {orwnn\.
Uo
ha
· pomt
orer---14 in tho triumph over Thiel.
Freshman SteYe Seelig, n guard.
t•hlpped in 17 points. Rnunding out
thtl stnrting the is 6-0 sophomore
:'.like Neal at forward.
Rcplnc~ments include 6-0 junior
:\like !\lycrs; St. Joseph graduates Dob Palko and Gary Rudolph;
and sophomore forward Chip
Biszga of St. Ignatius.
The Red Cats will be out to
a\·engc the 70·68 and 75-66 setbacks al the hands of the Streaks
last season, Reserve's first under
t•oach DetTell Simko.

The World War Two veteran, who
left Carroll three seasons ago, mentioned several key players in the
Notre Dame attack. He talketl of
Coley O'Brien, the sophomore, who
came off the bench and led the
Irish in their 10-10 tie with .Michigan State, and their 51-0 win over
Southern California. In comparing
Terry Hanratty, ND':> regular si~
nal caller to John Huarte, who won
the Reisman Trophy two se:~sons
ago, he said, "Both have tho snme
type of release. But 1 think IIanratty has more poise than did
Huarte.''
In showing films of Notre Dame's
win over Southern Cal, Ray revealed shifts be made in his defense, which saved the shutout for
the Irish, and preserved ~otrc
Dame's ranking as Number One in
The John Carroll wrestling team
the nation defensively.
started the season off on the right
When asked for his philosophy of foot la:;t Thnl'$day 'vith a 20-14 win
football, Ray stated that be believed over Saint \'incent's on the lo:;er's
courage to be the most important home mat.
quality in playing football. "We
Gaining pins for the victorious
don't need all men that stand 6-5 grnpple1·s were Jim Roberts in the
and weigh 2i0 pounds on our foot- 115 lb. da!:s; Don Korb, 123; Dan
ball team. But what we do need is .Minnis, 177, and Tom Kirschner in
men with hearts that si1.e."
the heavyweight class. Winning by
Ray arrived in Cleveland Tues- decision for Carroll were Art Good,
day night to speak at the Touch- 130; John Schoen, 145; John Pardown Club awards banquet at the son, 160, and Frank Ob!.'rnyer, 167.
Yesterday the Blue Streaks took
Sheraton Cleveland. In addition to
his appearance at t.hc special Quar- on Grove City College at Grove
terback Club, Hay also nddl'essed City, J'u. Tomorrow they'1·e home
the Presidents' Club, Wednesday for their home opener agail$t Case
Tech.
evening.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Wrestlers
Top 1st Foe

Name Giacinti Captain
Phil Giacinti, speedy defensive
halfback from Chicago, was named
captain of the 1967 Carroll football
team, at t.be annual fall sports banquet Wednesday.
In addition to his def$)sive duties, Giacinti was llecond among the
Streaks in punt return~ and fifth
in kickoff returns. The 5-7, 164pound junior WI\:! an all-conference

t'hoicc during his sophomore year.
A member of Fenwick High's,
Chi., 1962 city kings. Giacinti is
nlso a forn1er Chicago silver gloves
boxing champion.
Sixty var:>ity members in football, cross cc)untry and soccer were
honored at the banquet, which had
us the guest. ~peaker Ross Fichtner,
Cle\'eland Browns safetyman.
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Gridders Recognize Seniors

I Chis, Sons of Eleanor,
D. C.'s Top lntramurals
n1 JOIL'J BERKE:-.. KOTTER
C:S SJ>01U Wrllu

Upcoming final exams and the Christmas vacation were
the reasons for the 1966 Intramural Basketball season coming to a temporary halt after last night's games. However,
Intramural Director J crry Schweickert announced there would be a
second r ound played enrly in the
spring semester.
Iota Chi Upsilon continued its
donunation of tho Organization
League by taking t he title in the
first round of action. Sparked by
the outside shooting o! Ray Bartz

Marksmen
Rest at 2-3
Carroll's rifle squad fell to
Kent State, 1289-1273, Nov.
18, and wound up with a t wowin, three-loss record for the first
half of the Lake Erie Intercollegiate
Rifle Conference.
Prior to Kent, the Streaks had
drilled Youngstown, 1232-1221, with
P ete Bernardo chalking up the top
score of 258 on prone-sitting-standing scor es of 95-83-80.
Tom Kerins followed in that
match with a 95-85-7·1--254, John
D o y I e w i t h a 100-76-77-253,
Wayne Krupitzer with a 93-84-69246, and Bob Dexter with a 94-7255-221.
In the loss to Kent, Krupitzer
topped all marksmen with a 99-9183-273, followed by Bernardo with
96-92-75-263, Doyle with a 96-8478-258, Dexter with 95-86-61-242
and Kerins with 96-80-61-237.

and the all-around play of Ron
MacAvoy, the IXY's have compiled
seven wins without .a loss. Their
toughest victory thus far was provided in their first appenrance when
they nipped the Scientific Academy,
20-28. The "test tube" boys have
been led by the consistently fine
performance of Mike Lavin.
Alpha Kappa Psi, with little team
play, was set back by the U-Club,
30-28, and the "sign painters," 58-14, but still managed to "account"
Cor second place.
Another undefeated b-ball team
can be found in the Commuter
League; the Sons of Eleanor are
also 7-0. They tamed the Wildmen,
37-36, and dribbled the rest of the
way to the title. With the exception
of these two teams the league was
comparatively weak. The Wildmen
were 6-1 for the first round,
cl'ushed the Ushers, 73-8, and the
Businessmen, 66-7, but fell short
in the :final seconds in the game
that counted with the Sons of
Eleanor.
The Independent League was a
run-away! The Roasters, 1966 Intramural Football champio n s,
switched a pigskin for a round-ball,
added Sal Cantanese, and changed
their names to the D. C.'s to capture first place in their division.
They're on top with a well balanced
attack built on Pete Hosner, Jim
DeCamp, and F red "Hawk" Hart.
man.

GRADUATING GRIDDERS from t he 1966 Canoll football team include (top, 1 to r) Marty
G ulewicz, Nick Novich, Mike Olenych, Phil Hinko, Paul Nemann, Tom Higgins, (bottom, 1 to
r) George G ackowski, Den Dre nne n, J ohn Daly, Sal Catanese, Bill Ryan and Bill Ev ans.

PAC Crown Eludes Carroll
The Presidents' Ath l eti c halting prime scoring threats.
Conference f ootb all cham- The second half began much the
pionship barely eluded J ohn same way, until Bethany recovered
Carroll, as the Streaks bowed to
Bethany, 7-6, Nov. 19 at HO!iord
Field.
It appeared the Streaks were going to lose, 7-0, until they broke
loose with a last-minute rally that
left the assemblage of Carroll fans
limp.
Neither team could get any kind
of a drive mounted in the first half,
with the hall changing hands 14
times. The Streaks fumbled once
on the Bison's seven-yard line and
saw a po.ss intercepted on t he 25,

SCHEDULE--FALL SEMESTER, 1966-DAY
..FINAL
-- - EXAMINATION
"

TIME .,.. I- Sert. Dec. 17
MW 8.00
A.M.
MW 8-9:50
8 :00
MTT 8:00
to
MWF 8;00
9:50

A.M.
10:00
to
1 1:50

P.M.
1:00
to
2:50

P.M.
3:00
to
4 :50

P.M.
4:00
to
.5:50

P.M.
6:00

to
7 :50
P.M.
8:00
to
9:50
Sh
at
Sll
Sh
NOTE :

~ Mon.

Dec. 19 ""--~ i '- Tues. Ooc. 20
WF 12:00
MW 10:00
MWF 12:00 /
MTT 10:00
MTWF
~WF 10:00
MTWT 10.00

TT 8:00
MW 1:00
TT 8-9:15
MTWI:OO
TT 8-9:30
MTT 1:00
TTF 8:00
MWF 1:00
Sat. 9:30
MTWT 1:00
Ec 2111 1511 Rm 47
En 2 12) Rm 19
En 321 151 I Rm 166
PI 110 166lRm 226
Po 89 1511 Rm 249
MW9:00
MW 2:00
-MTT 2:00
MWF 9 :00
MWF 2:00

MW 11.00
MW 11-F 8:00
MW 11-12:15
MTT 11:00
MWT 11:00
MWF 11:00
MTWT 11.00
En 11 1511 .. Rm 258

Wed. Dec. 21
TT 10:00
TWT 10:00
TTF 10:00

M 3-4.50
w 3-4:50
MW 3.00
MW 3-1 :15
MW 2-3:30
MW 2-3.50
WF 3:00
MWF 3 ;00

TT 9:00
TT 8-10:00
TT 9:30-10~

Pn 11 151) Rm

TT 12:00

TT 930-Ji.
TT 8-9:50
TTF 9:00
MTT 9:00
MTTF 9:00
MWTF 9:00

6
Phll (521 Rm 110
Ph II (531 Rm 226
Ph 11 (Soil Rm 258

TT 11-12:15
TTF 12:00
MTT 12:00

Ec 101 (51 l Rm 166 Ac 99 1511 Rm 258
Ec 10 1 1521 Rm 232 Ac 101 1511 Rmi~ , /
..ltc 101 1531 Rm 248 ~mnrm
Ec 101 15'11 Rm 6 Ac 101 1531 Rm 110
Ec 101 !551 Rm 110 Ac 101 15'11 Rm f
Ec 101 1561 Rm 110 PE 13 151)
Ec 101 1571 Rm 6
Ec 101 1581 Rm 159
Ps 101 151 I Rm 259
Ps 101 (52) Rm 226
Ps 101 !531 Rm 258
Ps 101 (541 Rm 135
Ps 101 1551 Rm 249
Ps 101 1561 Rm 17
5-6 pm.
TT 4-5 :15
EN 1-51-166
TT 4-5 :30
- 52-226
TT <4 :35-5:50
-53-258
TTF 4 :00
MTT 4:00
MTWT 4 .00
Ph 1 18 I l l Rm 49
MW 6-7:1S
TT 6-7 15
MWF 4:00
MW 6·25-7 :15
TT 6:25-7,15
F 7 :25-10:05
MW 6:45-8:40
TT 6 :4$-8 ;40

MW 7:25-.8:40
MW 7:25- 8 :15
M 7:25- 10:05

1 Final hams will be held Friday, December 16,
11:00 a.m.
1 151) Room 2!>1
5ll 1 1531 ROOflt 6
1 1521 Room 110
Sh 1 1541 Room 166

TT 7:25-8:-10

TT 7:25-8:15 ..TT 7:25-9;15
TT 7:30-8 -45
T 7:25~10:05

MW 8.50-10:05
MW 8:50- 9:40
MW 8:50-10;30
w 7:25-10:05

Thurs. Dec. 22
TT 1:00
TT 12:30-1 :45
TT 1- 2:15
TT 1-2.50
TTF 1:00
TT 2:00
TT 3-4:15
TT 2:30-3 .45
TTF 2.00
TWTF 2:00

another Carroll f umble on its own
33 shortly before the end of the
third quarter.
The Bisons marched t he 67 yards
in nine rushing plays, including six
carries f or 33 yards by f ullback
Dan Stephens, who plunged the
final yard for the touchdown with
12:22 left in the game. Thurman
Scroggins booted the vital extra
point.
Carroll bad the ball twice more
but, with less than two minutes left,
Bethany was in possession on its
own 38. Then, on a dive up t he
middle, Stephens lost the ball and
Streak defensive captain Bill Ryan
gathered it up.
Then Dan Renehan t ook over. The
sophomore quarterback completed
passes to Tom Higgins and Mike

Cosgrove and, vdth fourth down and
Bob Valente over the middle for 16
fou r to go on the 33, hit halfback
yards and a first down on the 17.
Renehan followed with a 10-yard
strike to Cosgrove, the game's outstanding receiver, and then boo~
legged around right end for the
final three yards and a touchdown
with 22 seconds left.
The Streaks went for the tie but
Ryan, a consistently good placekicker all season, could only watch
helplessly ns the ball sailed off the
mark.
It was the second time in his two
years as head coach that the PAC
title slipped by J erry Schweickert.
who admitted that t he season was
"disappointing to everyone, the
plapN pd the COIIObee. But 'J~U
can't point t he finger at a nyone,
certainly not at the players. They
all did a good job."

Lindenberger Achieves
Final 'Streak' Laurels
At the end of a season in Fremont, Ohio.
where a team didn't achieve Lindenberger replaced junior
Bushi at inside linebacker on
exactly what it aimed for, it Mike
the left side, when the latter in-

TT 3:00
TT 3-4: 15
TT 3-4 :50
TT 3 .15-1:30
TT 3 :30-'1:-45
TTf 3:00
MTT 3:00
MTWT 3 :00

MW 4-5:15
MW 4:30-5:45
MW 4 :35-5:50
MTI 5:00
MWF 5 .00

TT 8:50-10:05
TT
TT
TT
Th

8:50- 9 ;40
8:50-10:20
8:50-10:30
7 :25-10:05

MS Final Exams will ~ clvett S.turclay, Oecembef
10. Times and roolftl will ~ a nnounced by the
d~lrtmtftt.

C!Bset mntlnc on the diJI of the wHk aad the timet u noted wltllln the bloclcl will take t halr tlu l I'XIftllt oa the

days noted abo.,• the blocks aad a t the times noted on the side of the blocq,
Unless noted otht ,..,lsa, u.ma wi ll be htld In t he room normally ustd on the day which It underlhttd.

immediately starts looking ahead
to next year.
So it's appropriate that the final f ootb a l l
s t r e a k or the
Week award goes
to someone who
will be around for
a while, sophomore J oe Lindenberger.
Carroll ~ost to U d e nbe rger
Bethany, 1n the
n
Presidents' Athletic Conference
championship finale, but not because the Bison.s scored "too many"
points.
And a. big help in stopping
Bethany's progress much of the
time was Lindenberger , a 5-10,
160-pounder from St. Joseph High

jured a b.·nee on the third play of
the game.
A~cordin« to head coach J erry
Schweickert, Lindenberger "did. a
heck of a j ob" in filling in for the
veteran Bushi. Coincidentally, it
was Joe's longest appearance since
the Bethany game of last season.
In addition to making several
solo tackles, Lindenberger intercepted a Bethany pass in Blue
Streak tenitory in the second
quarter, shortly after the Bisons
had secured good field position
after and exchange of punts.
Listed as an offensive back, Joe
has played strictly on defense and
also serves on the specialty units.
When football ends, he switches
to wrestling, competing in the 167pound weight division.

Earn 6 All-Star Berths
Sal Catanese headed a list of six
Carroll gridders named to the 1966
Presidents' Athletic Conference allleague team recently.
The Streaks' senior captain was
the lone repeater on the 22-man
honor squad. The other Carrollmen
honored were junior guard Dave
Pendergast, senior tackle Paul Nemann, sophomore halfback Jim
Chenet, sophomore tackle Jim Platz
and freshman 8afetyman Ed Sand.rick.
It was one of the youngest allstar teams in the history of the
conference. Chenet and Platz were
two o1 eight sophomores picked,

and Sandrick one of three freshmen.
Streak quarterback Dan Renehan
highlighted the final PAC statistic
ratings, taking first place in scoring with five touchdowns for 80
points, edging his nearest rival by
four markers.
In the rushing department, Chenet wound up second, with 112
carries for a net 475 yards and a
4.2-yard average. Teammate Tom
Higgins finished fourth with 388
yarda on 97 trips for a 4.0-yard
average. In pass interceptions, Bill
Ryan and Sandrick each recorded
three, two behind the leader.

